
To learn more, please contact your representative at GroupM or one of its agencies. 
Alternatively, contact consumer.eye@groupm.com. 

Currently, there is 
wide usage of 
mobile wallet and it 
is likely to grow [1]

Online shopping 
predicted to be the 
top channel for 
mobile wallet usage 
in the future [1]

How Will Mobile Wallet Usage Grow 
in Asia Pacific?
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Asia Pacific Mobile Wallet Usage Breakdown

Top 2 Channels for Mobile Wallet Payment in Future

Preferred Payment Method for Online Shopping

Factors Influencing Usage of Mobile Wallet

% who say they will 
pay with mobile wallet 
at <channel> in future

[1] Average score of Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore and Taiwan
[2] Average score of the following channels: convenience store, supermarket, electronic store, retail/ department store, drugstore, transportation,    
    petrol station, online shopping, cinema and food delivery
[3] Average score across 10 motivators to using mobile wallet
[4] Average score across 12 different barriers to using mobile wallet

Usage may grow 
quicker if data 
security, incentives, 
and convenience 
are improved

% who say the 
following factors will 
influence them to use / 
not use mobile wallet

However, among 
online shopping 
overall, mobile 
wallet usage is not 
currently preferred

% who say <method> 
is their preferred 
payment method for 
online shopping
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44%Coupons/ deals

40%Loyalty program

51%Data security

30%Don’t see the need

25%Average [4]

Convenience 55%

38% Average [3]

Credit card (58%)

Online banking (39%)

Online banking (42%)

Credit card (57%)
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Credit card (57%)

Credit card (57%)
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Mobile WalletVs.

Online shopping Supermarket Average of all channels [2]

Used a mobile 
wallet in the past 

3 months

69%
Users

Non-users 
considering to use 

mobile wallet

21%
Intenders

Non-users with no 
intention to use 
mobile wallet

10%
Uninterested

60% 51% 61% 53% 41%40%
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